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John Koethe
EARLY APRIL IN THE COUNTRY

I’m here at my house, sitting on the deck

And looking at a landscape from which the snow has

Mostly disappeared, though the trees remain bare.

On the apple tree there’s that fucking cardinal

Who reappears each year, plotting to shit on my car

Before I leave in the morning. The sun feels weak

Setting behind the trees, the light seems watery and vague

And on the hill that rises beyond Haney Ridge Road

At the bottom of the meadow I can see a scattering of 

Indifferent cows arranged to form a static, pastoral tableau. 

“ . . . the copper-, cream-, and chocolate-colored/  

Cows we bought in Salzburg form a tiny herd.”  I remember

Writing those lines in my first “grand” poem, “Domes,”

Which I worked on for over a month in nineteen sixty-nine.

“We Poets in our youth begin in gladness,” and while it didn’t

Feel too much like gladness at the time, it saw me through,   

Whatever it was, until now I feel this precarious combination

Of futility and pride that something real got completed

That left everything unchanged. The promise hangs in the air

As long as it can, and though eventually it starts to fade,

Its question mark survives, and remains unanswered. 

“To strive, to seek, to find”—that was my favorite poem in

High school, before I knew anything, before I’d written anything,

Before anything had happened. I’ve shored it against the day

When consciousness flickers out and everything goes on:

Cows on the hillside. Cardinal in the apple tree. The world

Doesn’t end with someone’s awareness of it—it persists

Whether anyone considers it or not, leaving me alone

And wanting more, with that original ambition becoming
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Fainter and fainter, reduced to reading and rereading 

My old and not-so-old, my grand and not-so-grand poems.

They flowed, they had too many words, they were

Driven by a “madness to explain” that feels quaint now,

As though there were nothing to explain anymore.
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